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he Yacht Designs of Fred W. Martin Racine, Wisconsin’s nearly forgotten boatbuilding industry Text and models by Steve Wheeler



I



n his book, From My Old Boat Shop (International Marine, 1979), naval architect Weston Farmer called Fred W. Martin “a naval architect in the tradition of Charles L. Seabury, Edward Burgess, and Nathanael Herreshoff. Artistically, and possibly technically, he was easily the equal of any of those better-known greats.” And yet, today, Martin is virtually unknown. He had toiled away in the Midwest, largely in Racine, Wisconsin, around the turn of the last century and, Farmer went on, “…was unreported by the eastern seaboard yachting press of the time because of the state of the nation: the geographic isolation of steam-train times, the slow, twoweek mails, and the fact that Big City editorial interest seldom extended beyond the end of the Flatbush subway lines.” Thus, even in his own time, Fred Martin received little formal attention beyond the Great Lakes area. Martin was born in Bellrock, Ontario, in 1860. No photographs of him have been found, and almost nothing is known of his personal life other than that he married his wife, Katie, and had four children, three sons and a daughter. Nor is there much known of his schooling or formal training as a naval architect,
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although records show that he spent at least one year in high school, at age 12, at Ontario’s Kingston Collegiate Institute. His early history as a designer is sketchy, but his drawings show that he became a talented, proliic, and capable one, apparently formally trained and well versed in the many different types of pleasure boats, both power and sail, that were in use between the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th. His published work includes boats ranging from 11' to 120'. It was reported that he designed a canoe in about 1882, and later in the 1880s in Waukegan, Illinois, he was issued two patents for a unique doublerudder steering arrangement for sailing canoes. The forward and aft rudders were connected by a set of linkages and sector gears and turned in opposite directions, making the boat extremely quick on the helm. The forward rudder could be disengaged to work like a centerboard, or it could be housed. In about 1887 Martin moved to Clayton, New York, and became the chief designer for the boatbuilding irm of A. Bain & Co. There, his designs “to scientiic principles” brought him a growing reputation and, in



COuRTESY OF THE RACINE HERITAGE MuSEuM



—EULIANA— When the Racine Hardware Manufacturing Company failed in 1893, Fred Martin and colleagues incorporated the Racine Boat Manufacturing Company. Martin left this prospering new venture in 1894, apparently because of a dispute with his partners over the direction the business should take. Once again, he went out on his own and incorporated a new shop, the Racine Yacht & Boat Works—in an industrial district of Racine. There, he produced a wide variety of designs, among them the sandbagger Euliana (facing page and above), a 20-footer drawn in 1895; in Grade “A” construction she could be had for $550. She was featured in his 1895 catalog along with another, similar, 20' sandbagger, Circe, and a catboat with sandbagger lines.



1888, caused A. Bain & Co. to expand and change its name to the St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and Steam Launch Company. Some of Martin’s designs from this period appear in the company’s catalogs, including one from 1893 (reprinted in 2001 by the Antique Boat Museum in Clayton), by which time he had already moved on. Among the designs are a pair of St. Lawrence skiffs—unattributed but bearing unmistakable signs of Martin’s work. Martin left Clayton in 1891 and moved just south of Milwaukee on Lake Michigan’s western shore to Racine, Wisconsin, where he became chief designer and superintendent of the boat department at the Racine Hardware Manufacturing Company. Why he chose Racine is a mystery, but he may have been familiar with the boatbuilding operation at the hardware company, and even had dealings with it while working in Waukegan. One of the irst things he did at the Racine Hardware Manufacturing Company was to expand the company’s line of boats, which at that time was composed primarily of a series of wood-veneer canoes and small steam launches. In the process, he dropped some offerings and added others, increasing both the range of sizes and the variety of boats. Sailboats appeared in the company’s inventory for the irst time when Martin designed the 25' sandbagger AMERICAN GIRL for Chicago yachtsman C.E. Berriman. Martin was a traditionalist, and in the introduction to his Second Edition Album he stated, “Our experience for the past ive years in this business has taught us that all of our customers are not advocates of the modern ‘long ends’, ‘spoon bows’, ‘shovel noses’, ‘sternpostless’,



‘skagless’ sterns, and a great many of them still champion the ‘plumb stem’, ‘clipper bow’, and moderate instead of extreme overhangs…. We however show a number of the most modern designs, in both power and sailing craft….” While Martin does seem to have been willing to keep up with the times, he does not appear to have been comfortable with the newer boatbuilding materials such as steel and aluminum that were emerging in the latter part of the 19th century; indeed, there is no evidence that he ever worked in anything but wood. In 1894, Martin opened a small yard called Racine Yacht & Boat Works, which failed in 1899. While he was mostly engaged with pleasure craft of all kinds, he did create the occasional workboat. A 60' tugboat he designed in 1898 was typical of the Great Lakes variety which, unlike their cousins on the coasts, usually towed vessels astern and had little need for bow fenders; thus they often had reverse-curved bows. They also spent much of their time in harbors and rivers, which were increasingly obstructed by overhead wires and bridges, resulting in the tugs having low upper works and stacks. Fred Martin passed away in July 1903 (just after he had published a supplement to his Second Edition Album). His death certiicate records the cause of death as a “haemorrage from the stomach,” possibly a bleeding ulcer. Advertising for his Albums appeared in a number of boating publications for some time after his death, and it seems that Katie continued to sell his designs in order to keep her family solvent. On the following pages is a small sampling of Fred W. Martin’s incredible legacy of designs. November/December 2012 • 77



—MONONA—



1902 RACINE BoAT MANufACTuRING Co. CATALoG



Among his small craft designs was the rowboat Monona, which seems to have been irst published in a small catalog supplement in 1892. A boat of this design was exhibited, along with other Martindesigned boats, at the 1893 Columbian Exposition in Chicago. The design remained in production for many years and was renamed several times; it had started as the Lake Michigan Rowboat in 1892, become the Monona around 1895, and inished up as the Princess after 1900. Boats to this design continued to be built after Martin’s death.



—VALIANT— In December 1893, Martin raised capital and, with several partners, ventured off on his own, incorporating the Racine Boat Manufacturing Company on the banks of Racine’s Root River. He seems to have brought with him most, if not all, of his workers from his former job at the Racine Hardware Manufacturing Company. By the following April the new irm had completed some 150 rowboats and other small craft, several launches, and a number of sailboats. He had also designed the 42' cutter VALIANT for C.E. Berriman who had so liked his earlier AMERICAN GIRL that he returned to Martin for the new boat. VALIANT—considered very fast in racing circles— had berths for eight and, with an updated rig, could it right in with cruising yachts until the beginning of the iberglass era.
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1895 RACINE yACHT & BoAT woRks CATALoG



AUTHOR’S COLLECTION



—CANOE YAWL—



FOREST & STREAM MAGAZINE



One of the boats Martin drew while in Clayton was his personal yacht, a 22' canoe yawl. The yacht’s three identical batwing sails, all of which could be reefed, allowed for a wide variety of combinations—in both placement and area—according to weather conditions.
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—JUDGE’S LAUNCH— In 1896 came a 38' Judge’s Launch, apparently intended for use as a regatta committee boat or a platform for judging other aquatic events. Martin drew two versions of this boat. The irst, powered by steam, showed up in the irst edition of his Album of Designs (1897); the second, gasoline-powered, was highlighted in his Second Edition Album of Designs, published in about 1901. The two versions show that his work was not without error. When he reworked the boat for gasoline power, he altered the rake of the masts, which created a problem with the aft cabin door so it could no longer open fully. F.W. MARTIN, ALBUM OF DESIGNS FOR BOATS, CANOES, AND YACHTS, 1897



—SAILING DINGHY— In 1898 Martin drew an 11' sailing dinghy for an Eastern customer. The sail plan shows she had full-length battens and single-line reeing, which allowed the operator to reduce sail by simply pulling on one line.



courTEsy of ThE racInE hErITagE MusEuM
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—HUNTING BOAT— Martin’s old irm, the Racine Boat Manufacturing Company, had prospered and developed into a large operation that not only designed and built boats but also made the sails, rigging, ittings, and engines needed to complete them. But Martin’s small shop had trouble competing, and the Racine Yacht & Boat Works went bankrupt about 1899. He moved his family back to Waukegan and there resumed his career. It isn’t known for sure where he worked, but drawings have surfaced showing that he designed a number of inland lake scows for local builder A.C. Bower. Whether he actually worked at Bower’s yard or just did contract work for him is not known. A number of drawings from this period exist, and from 1902 we have a 22' hunting boat designed for an Eastern client. Apparently designed for waterfowl hunting, it featured relatively low freeboard, which eased boarding from a small boat and allowed the hunter to retrieve his prey over the side. Other craft, both power and sail, with a similar appearance, can be found in Martin’s portfolio. COuRTEsY Of THE RACInE HERITAgE MusEuM



—FANTAIL LAUNCH— Martin’s clipper-bowed fantail launch is typical of his output around the turn of the century. He seems to have been a master of launch design, and of the 73 boats featured in his Second Edition Album (see sidebar, page 82) some 22 were of this type. They ranged in length from 16' to 50'; some had open cockpits, but canvas canopies and hard-tops also appeared, as well as enclosed full or half-cabins.



F.W. MARTIN, ALBUM OF DESIGNS FOR BOATS, LAUNCHES, AND YACHTS, 1902
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Fred Martin Design Catalogs



F



the Cleveland Public Library, red Martin self-published and the Second Edition Album at least four design catawas reprinted in its entirety logs to showcase and sell by the Altair Publishing his designs. The irst, from Company in 1980; copies are 1895, was his Racine Yacht available through the Racine & Boat Works catalog, some Heritage Museum. 65 pages long, in which It was Martin’s habit to he included both newly reuse previously published designed boats and older designs in later catalogs, ones pulled from his existso there is some repetition ing portfolio. Although the between these little books, original has been lost, the but for the most part, the Racine Heritage Museum designs are original and has a photocopy. In 1897 unique. He was also pubhe published his Album of lished in The Rudder magaDesigns for Boats, Canoes and F.W. MARTIN, ALBUM OF DESIGNS FOR BOATS, LAUNCHES, AND YACHTS, 1902 zine, which Mystic Seaport Yachts, also known as the First has indexed, and in Forest Edition Album, with some 68 and Stream and other magazines for which, unfortunately, designs ranging from 12' to 70' ; an original copy is in the there is no index. archives of the Racine Heritage Museum. That was followed, —SW in about 1901, by the Second Edition Album of Designs for Boats, Launches and Yachts, with 73 sets of drawings; and inally, in The Album of Designs reprint and the booklet entitled The Boat 1903, there was a catalog entitled Modern Yachts, Launches and and Yacht Designs of Fred W. Martin can be ordered from the Boats, Supplement to 2d Edition Album of Designs with about 23 Racine Heritage Museum, 701 S. Main St., Racine, WI 53402; plans. Original copies of the latter two catalogs are held by 262–636–3926; www.racineheritagemuseum.org.



———EARLY KIT BOATS ———



T



sketches of particular or dificult joints in construction, Loft Drawings, (these latter consist of the design being drawn to Full Size, on heavy manila paper)… We also furnish Knockdown Frames of all sizes for Boats, Launches and Yachts, each part being fastened up in complete members, set up in the shop, marked, taken down and bundled for shipping to any part of the world.” It seems that virtually any size boat in his catalogs could be ordered this way. —SW



F.W. MARTIN, ALBUM OF DESIGNS FOR BOATS, LAUNCHES, AND YACHTS, 1902



hroughout his career, Martin catered to the amateur or backyard builder and supplied all manner of aids for those who wanted to do their own construction. An opening note from the Second Edition Album conirms this (highlighting is from the original): “As before, we will continue to furnish Amateur Boat Builders with Designs to Scale as indexed in the rear pages of this book, Special Designs to Order, Speciications, Instructions, with special hand-made
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COuRTeSy OF jOHN A VanTHieL



The main construction shed of the Racine Boat Manufacturing Co., 1901, with a steel hull set up amidst a number of wooden hulls. The company also had rowboat and canoe shops, and a sail loft, engine department, foundry, rigging shop, machine shop, and paint room.



———THE RACINE BOATS———



O



ver some 50 years spanning the turn of the 20th century, ive companies (all of which were popularly called the “Racine Boat Company”) in Racine, Wisconsin, built what would become known as “Racine Boats.” The one constant among all of them was Fred W. Martin, who worked at one of the companies, incorporated two, supplied designs for one more, and inluenced the last. He was the “glue” that built a major industry in Racine. Literally thousands of pleasure craft—and some workboats—large and small, power and sail, built in both wood and metal, came out of the doors of those ive boatyards. Between them they produced some of the inest yachts in America at the time, and employed hundreds of skilled workers, many of whom worked at more than one of the irms.



Most of these Racine companies also built rowboats and canoes in large numbers, and many of the canoes still exist. Time, changing fashion, and neglect have taken their toll on most of the large boats, and only a few scattered examples are still aloat. Three of the irms designed and built marine gasoline engines and steam power plants in volume. A few of these machines survive, some having been lovingly restored. Of all the drawings, models, photographs, catalogs, and other ephemera that the ive yards produced, almost everything has long since disappeared; indeed, very little survives from what had been one of Racine’s largest industries. “Racine Boats” and the yards that built them have, sadly, been largely forgotten. —SW



T



Company and, because of his growing reputation, made it possible for that company to prosper and expand; and his widely varied designs found their way into both his own boatyards and those of yet two more yards in Racine. His boats are classics, each one a time capsule, relecting popular taste in contemporary American boating and yachting.



hroughout his short career, Martin’s work was continually evolving, and it is fascinating to speculate on what he could have done had he lived longer. As his plans show, he worked in almost every type of pleasure boat then in use—rowboats and canoes; sailboats of all kinds and sizes; launches; and small, medium, and large yachts powered by steam, gasoline, and sail. Some years ago, 72 original Martin drawings, done in ink on linen or heavy paper, surfaced. The collection is mostly of designs that had been published elsewhere, but a few were unknown. Now on permanent loan to the Racine Heritage Museum, they have been digitally scanned and compiled in booklet form with an introduction and comments by this author. Fred W. Martin had an immense effect on the boatbuilding industry in Racine. He brought the Racine Hardware Manufacturing Company’s boatshop to prominence; he started the Racine Boat Manufacturing



Stephen Wheeler is a mechanical engineer who retired from IBM in 1997 after 30 years of service. A native of Racine, Wisconsin, he spent many years sailing on Lake Michigan where he developed a love for wooden boats. He is an amateur historian who concentrates on the history of boatbuilding in Racine. An award-winning model builder, he writes extensively about his hobby for a number of maritime history and ship-modeling publications. The models shown on these pages were all built by the author, at a scale of 1" to 1'. Some are on permanent display at the Wisconsin Maritime Museum at Manitowoc, Wisconsin; others are at the Racine Heritage Museum in Racine. The author wishes to thank both of those organizations for allowing him to photograph these models and publish these images. November/December 2012 • 83
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